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Using Anderson’s characteristic p solitons we prove, for the rational function
field, an analogue of Deligne’s reciprocity law for the classical 1-function. We also
deduce the analogue of Deligne’s finer version in the classical case, which addresses
rationality.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Deligne’s Reciprocity
1.1.1. From the conjectures on special values of L-functions [6], Deligne
was led to the reciprocity law for the Euler 1-function [6, Conjecture 8.11]
which he proved [7, Theorem 7.15, page 91] as an application of his
results on absolute Hodge cycles on abelian varieties. Let a := na $a be in
the free abelian group generated by ((1N) } ZZ)"[0]. Consider the condition
\u # (ZN)_, : na(ua)=n # Z, (1.1.1.1)
where (a) # (0, 1) denotes the representative of a # ((1N) } ZZ)"[0] in the
open unit interval. Define for a satisfying (1.1.1.1),
1(a) :=(2?i)&n ‘ 1((a) )na.
Theorem 1.1.2 (Deligne’s Reciprocity). For a satisfying (1.1.1.1),
Fp (1(a))=/a(p)(1(a)),
where /a :=J(p, a)(Np)n, J being the Jacobi sum Hecke character of
Gal(Q Q(e2?iN)) (see 6, Sect. 8.10) and Fp a geometric Frobenius at p
where p is a prime ideal in Q(e2?iN) not dividing N.
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1.1.3. A more precise version of this reciprocity law [6, Conjecture 8.13]
is also indicated [7, Remark 7.19, pp. 96]. The proof involves the study of
the Fermat hypersurface
X d0+X
d
1+ } } } +X
d
m=0 (1.1.3.1)
regarded as a variety over Q(e2?id). A proof due to KoblitzOgus of the
algebraicity of 1(a) for a satisfying (1.1.1.1) appears in an appendix to [6].
Deligne’s Proof of Theorem 1.1.2, however, does not make any use of the
result of KoblitzOgus. We also point out that, combined with results of
Kubert on universal distributions, Gross and Koblitz [9, Theorem 4.5]
prove Theorem 1.1.2 ‘‘up to sign’’. Their proof uses in an essential way the
expression of Gauss sums in terms of p-adic 1-functions.
1.1.4. In this paper we shall prove an analogue in the function field setting
of Deligne’s reciprocity law for the Euler 1-function. This analogue
involves Thakur’s 1-function in characteristic p on one side and algebraic
Hecke characters on the other which are constructed using characteristic-p
solitons of Anderson. Goss [10] remarks about such reciprocity laws.
Thakur [17] noted this law for the standard relations. The Hecke characters-
for the standard relations turn out to be trivial. Thakur, however, did not
have an a priori construction of these Hecke characters. We shall give an
a priori construction of the Hecke characters which specialize to the trivial
character for the standard relations, generalizing Thakur’s result. We shall
also explicitly work out an example illustrating the fact that the Hecke
characters thus obtained are not always trivial.
1.2. Basic Setup
1.2.1. Let Fq denote the finite field with q elements where q is a power of
a prime number p. Consider the rational function field Fq(T). Let A :=Fq[T]
and let A+ :=[a # A : a is monic]. The reader can regard Fq(T ), A, and A+
as being analogues of Q, Z, and Z>0. Consider the completion at infinity of
the rational function field which we denote as L :=Fq((1T )). Finally, we
denote the completion of the algebraic closure of L by K. We point out that
K is both complete and algebraically closed. We fix a natural absolute value
| } | on K such that |T |>1. Pushing the analogy a bit further, we can regard
L and K as being the analogues of R and C.
1.2.2. 1-Function for Function Fields. For function fields, following the
classical product formula for the Euler 1-function, Thakur [17, Sect. 5]
defines the characteristic-p 1-function by the formula
1(z)=
1
z
‘
a # A+
\1+za+
&1
# K (1.2.2.1)
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where 0{z # K"[&A+]. We warn the reader of the existence of several
1-functions in the function field setting, including a two-variable one [10]
of which (1.2.2.1) happens to be a specialization. It will be the above
1-function which is relevant for our present purposes. Throughout, we
shall refer to the above function as the 1-function. We now recall some
basic properties of this 1-function. In the following, ?~ denotes the
fundamental period of the Carlitz modulethe analogue of ‘‘2?i ’’and
expC denotes the Carlitz exponential. For proofs and more details, we refer
the reader to [17, 18].
Theorem 1.2.3 (Thakur). We have the following reflection formula:
‘
% # F*q
1(%z)=?~
1
zq&2 expC(?~ z)
.
Theorem 1.2.4 (Thakur). For g # A+ we have the following multiplication
formula:
‘
deg(:)<deg(g)
: # A \z+
:
g+ 1(z+
:
g+
=?~ (q deg(g)&1)(q&1)((&1)deg(g)g)(q deg(g))(1&q)R(z) gz1(gz)
where R(z) is a rational function in z with coefficients in Fq(T ).
Theorems 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 are Theorems 6.1.1 and 6.2.1 of [17],
respectively, and are the function field analogues of the reflection and
multiplication formulas for the classical 1-function.
1.2.5. From now on f will denote a fixed monic polynomial unless
otherwise indicated. Consider the Carlitz cyclotomic extension k :=Fq(T, ‘f)
of Fq(T ) corresponding to a monic conductor f # A :=Fq[T]. This is an
abelian extension with Gal(kFq(T))& (A( f ))_. We shall denote the ring
of integers Fq[T, ‘f], the integral elements of k over A, by B. Let X be a
smooth projective model of k equipped with a k-valued point ! giving the
isomorphism between k and K(X ). Let t be the unique function on X such
that t(!)=T.
1.2.6. We begin with an ad hoc definition of solitons in characteristic p,
first introduced by Anderson in the remarkable paper [2]. For us they are
meromorphic functions on X_F qX such that, modulo vertical and horizontal
components, the divisors of these meromorphic functions are linear
combinations of subvarieties Z/X_F q X of the form
Z=graph(_ b Frobi : X  X )
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where _ is an automorphism of XP1t and i is a non-negative integer. For
any meromorphic function  on X_X, we shall call the restriction
(!_ idX)*  to KX the Coleman function of  with respect to K, for any
K$k.
1.2.7. Let UFq be the open subscheme of X corresponding via ! to
Spec(B). Let  denote the unique reduced subscheme of X complementary
to U. Let U$ be the open subscheme of U corresponding via ! to Spec(Bf)
and let V be the unique open subscheme of X containing  such that
V & U=U$. There exists a unique [a] # Aut(XP1t ) corresponding to
a # (A f )_. We denote the subgroup of such automorphisms [a] by G. For
i # N and a # (A f )_, set
Zia :=graph([a] b Frob
i : X  X )/X_X.
Alternatively, Zia= the Zariski closure of (!, [a] b Frob
i!).
Theorem 1.2.8 (Anderson [2]). There exists a unique meromorphic
function , on X_X, regular on V_U, such that \a # A with deg(a)<deg( f )
and (a, f )=1 and positive integers N,
1&,(FrobN!, [a]!)= ‘
deg(n)=N&1
n # A +
\1+ afn+ . (1.2.8.1)
One has
div(,V_V)=_V&V_
+ :
(a, f )=1
a # A +
deg(a)<deg( f )
:
deg( f )&deg(a)&1
i=0
Zia & (V_V)
and
div((1&,)V_X)=&V_
+ :
(a, f )=1
a # A+
deg(a)<deg( f )
Zdeg( f )&deg(a)&1a & (V_X ).
1.2.9. Consider the set
Af :={_af & : a # A with deg(a)<deg( f )=>_
0
f & .
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We are following the convention that deg(0)=&1. Let us denote by F( f )
the free abelian group on this set and let
a= :
deg(a)<deg( f )
ma _af & # F ( f ).
Here, ma # Z. We will extend the definition of the solitons (1&,) to solitons
on the curve X (1.2.5), indexed by elements of F( f ). We impose the following
multiplicativity property:
1&,a := ‘
deg(a)<deg( f )
(1&,[a f ])ma.
It will be enough to define ,[a f ] for deg(a)<deg( f ).
1.2.10. Note that the curve X depends on the monic polynomial f and
so does the soliton ,. If for the time being we denote the curve by Xf and
the soliton by ,[1 f ] then this flexibility allows us to define solitons ,[a f ]
indexed by [a f ] for a{0, deg(a)<deg( f ). Let a f =bg with g monic
and (b, g)=1. Note that g | f. Hence, Xf is a covering of Xg . Let us denote
the covering map by pfg . Define
,[a f ] := p*fg(idX g _[b])* ,[1g] .
From the above construction, we have the following interpolation formula:
1&,[a f ](FrobN !, !)= ‘
deg(n)=N&1
n # A +
\1+ afn+ . (1.2.10.1)
If we define 1&,[0 f ] :=1 then the above interpolation formula remains
valid. This is a harmless convention in the sense that most statements
remain valid if we extend the definitions appropriately to include [0 f ].
Several properties of 1&, carry over to 1&,[a f ] . For instance, the
diagonal equivariance of 1&, with respect to G implies the diagonal
equivariance for 1&,[a f ] .
1.2.11. Divisors of the Coleman Function of Solitons. For a divisor D on
Spec(K)_X, we shall let D(1) denote its conjugate under the qth-power
Frobenius endomorphism. Let g be the Coleman function of 1&, with
respect to K. Then g :=1&(!_idX)* (,). The function g is a meromorphic
function on X :=Spec(K)_X and by Theorem 1.2.8 it follows that
div(g)=W (1)&W+5&I (1.2.11.1)
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where
W= :
deg( f )&2
j=0
:
deg(a) j
a # A +
(a, f )=1
[a] b Frobdeg( f )&j&2(!),
5= :
(a, f )=1
a # A +
deg(a)<deg( f )
[a] !,
I=Spec(K)_.
We note that the W, 5, and I are rational effective divisors on the curve X.
1.2.12. Using the divisor computation given for g, the Coleman function
of (1&,), we can compute the divisor of the Coleman function g[a f ] with
respect to K of (1&,[a f ]). Suppose that a f =a$ f $ with (a$, f $)=1 and
f $ monic. Let us write X :=KXf and X$ :=KXf $ and let p : X  X$ be
the natural map. From the above calculation, we know that
div(g[a f ])= p*([a$]&1 W$(1)&[a$]&1 W$+[a$]&1 5$&I$)
where
W$= :
deg( f $)&2
j=0
:
deg(b) j
b # A+
(b, f $)=1
[b] b Frobdeg( f $)&j&2(!$),
5$= :
(b, f $)=1
b # A +
deg(b)<deg( f $)
[b] !$,
I$=Spec(K)_$.
Here, $ denotes the points at infinity of the curve Xf $ and !$= p(!).
1.2.13. Define
 af :={
1
0
,
if a is monic
otherwise,
(1.2.13.1)
assuming that deg(a)<deg( f ). This is a very minor modification of
Definition 7.6.1 of [17], which is originally due to Anderson. We write
W[a f ] := p*([a$]&1 W$).
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Similarly,
5[a f ] :=p*([a$]&1 5$)= p* :
(b, f $)=1
b # A +
deg(b)<deg( f $)
[b][a$]&1 !$
=p* :
(b, f $)=1
b # A
deg(b)<deg( f $)
 bf $ [b][a$]&1 !$=p* :
(b, f $)=1
b # A
deg(b)<deg( f $)
 ba$f $  [b] !$
= :
(b, f )=1
b # A
deg(b)<deg( f )
 ba$f $  [b]!= :
(b, f )=1
b # A
deg(b)<deg( f )
 baf  [b]!
1.2.14. We therefore have
div(g[a f ])=W (1)[a f ]&W[a f ]+5[a f ]&I[a f ] (1.2.14.1)
with W[a f ] , 5[a f ] as above and I[a f ] :=. Also, note that
div(t&T )=\ :% # F*q [%] 5+&(q&1).
1.2.15. A Green’s Function. For this subsection we refer the reader to
[16] for the details. We restrict our discussion to the curve X defined
in (1.2.5). Let OL=OP 1, @ . Note that its fraction field is L. Let ?L be a
uniformizer in OL . Let L denote an algebraic closure of L and let | } | be a
fixed ultrametric on L . Let O L denote the integral closure of OL in L .
Consider
X=XOL
as a scheme over the complete discrete valuation ring OL . Define
G : X(L )_X(L )  [0, 1]/R0
as follows: let #, ’ # X(L ). By the properness of XOL , #, ’ # X(O L) which
means that there exists a finite extension L$L such that #, ’ # X(OL$) where
OL$ is the valuation ring of L$ and ?L$ is the uniformizer in OL$ . Therefore,
#= #m and ’= ’m where #m , ’m # X(OL$?mL$), \m1. We now define
1, if #1 {’1
G(#, ’)={ |?L$ |m, if #m=’m but #m+1 {’m+10, if #=’.
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Note that X(L )=X(L ). G is an ultrametric on X(L ). Extending the
definition of G multiplicatively on divisors, we have
Theorem 1.2.16. For any meromorphic function h on XL and ’ # X(L )"
supp(div(h)),
|h(’)|=Ch, LG(div(h), ’)
where Ch is a constant depending only on h.
A residue disc at ’ # X(L ) is defined to be the set
D’ :=[: # X(L ) : G(’, :)<1].
2. THE MAIN THEOREM
2.1. The Formalism of Brackets
2.1.1. Consider the fixed monic polynomial f # A (1.2.5). Let a # F ( f )
(1.2.9),
a=:
i
mi _aif & , mi # Z.
There is a Galois action on F ( f ) of (A f )_ via multiplication and then
reducing mod f. We shall usually identify _ # Gal(kFq(T )) with b # (A f )_
via the Artin symbol isomorphism. The Galois action on a can be given as
a_ :=:
i
mi _baif &
where _ # Gal(kFq(T )) and b # (A f )_ corresponds to _.
2.1.2. For a # F ( f ), define (1.2.13.1)
m(a) :=:
i
mi aif  .
Consider the subgroup Hf of F ( f ) defined as
Hf :=[a # F ( f ) : m(a_) is independent of _] (2.1.2.1)
where _ is an element of the Galois group. Let
H +f :={a=:i mi _
ai
f & # Hf : mi0 \i= . (2.1.2.2)
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We shall now describe a set of Q-generators for Hf .
Theorem 2.1.3 (Thakur). The following elements generate Hf over Q:
:
% # F*q
_%af & , with _
a
f& # Af (2.1.3.1)
and
&_af&+ :
bg#a(mod f )
b # A
deg(b)<deg( f )
_bf& ,
with _af& # Af of the form _
gb$
f & , (2.1.3.2)
and g a monic prime dividing f. (These elements with g not necessarily prime
will sometimes be referred to as the standard relations.)
2.1.4. We do not prove this result except to mention that it can be
proved following the proof of a similar result for the classical case in the
appendix by KoblitzOgus in [6], as remarked in [17, Sect. 7.8]. This
result will not be used anywhere in the paper. It is possible to determine
[15] using universal distributions of Kubert, the precise structure of
the quotient group Hf modulo the subgroup generated by the standard
relations (over Z). This quotient group will be called the group of exotic
relations and will be denoted as Ex ( f ). It turns out to be a finite product
of cyclic groups of order q&1. Details will appear elsewhere. The results of
this paper, however, do not depend in any way on this structure theorem.
We can write the standard relations in (2.1.3.2) a little more explicitly:
&_gaf &+ :
g # A+, g | f
b # A
deg(b)<deg(g)
_ af +
b
g& , with ga0 (mod f ).
We emphasize that in the above sum b=0 is allowed.
2.2. The Reciprocity Law
2.2.1. Consider the 1-function (1.2.2) defined as
1(z)=
1
z
‘
n # A +
\1+zn+
&1
.
For a # Hf , we define 1(a)=?~ &m(a ) >i 1(ai f )m i.
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Lemma 2.2.2 (Thakur [17, Sect. 7.8]). For a # Hf , 1(a) is algebraic.
This lemma can be proved by using Theorem 2.1.3 and closely following
the proof of a similar result in the appendix to [6] by KoblitzOgus as
indicated in [17, Sect. 7.8]. We omit the details since we shall need a
stronger result which we prove in the process of proving Theorem 2.2.4. In
fact, we show that 1(a)q&1 # k (3.3.6).
2.2.3. Consider the solitons (1&,[a f ]) for a{0 and deg(a)<deg( f ).
Let p be a prime ideal in B not dividing the conductor f. The correspond-
ing Hecke characters [2] /[a f ] can be defined as
/[a f ](p) := ‘
orbit corresponding to p
all F q-valued points :
of U $ in the Gal(F q Fq)-
(1&,[a f ](:, !)). (2.2.3.1)
We now finally define
/a(p) :=
>i /[ai f ](p)
mi
(Np)m(a )
. (2.2.3.2)
Now the analogue of Deligne’s reciprocity law can be stated as
Theorem 2.2.4 (Main Theorem). For a # Hf , the element 1(a) generates
a Kummer extension of k which is unramified at primes outside those dividing
f. Moreover, _ p1(a)=/a(p) 1(a) where _ p is the Frobenius automorphism
corresponding to a prime ideal p of B not dividing the conductor f.
Remark 2.2.5. It will be enough to prove the above theorem for a # H +f
(2.1.2.2) since H +f generates Hf as an abelian group: indeed, for any
a=i mi[ai f ] # Hf , we only have to observe that
a+:
i
|mi| :
% # F*q
_%aif & # H +f .
We do not make this reduction right away, keeping later applications in
mind (see Theorem 4.3.4). The proof of Theorem 3.3.2, however, requires
this reduction.
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
3.1. Regular Solitons
3.1.1. Consider a soliton  on the surface X_X and let us denote the
Coleman function of  with respect to K by h (1.2.6).
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Definition 3.1.2. A soliton  on X_X will be called regular if the
divisor of its Coleman function h is expressible as
div(h)=W (1)&W
for some divisor W on KX.
Consider the following soliton for a # Hf :
8a=
>i (1&,[a i  f ])
mi
(1t&t1)m(a )
.
Lemma 3.1.3. The soliton 8a for a # Hf is regular.
Proof. Let us denote the Coleman function of the soliton (1&,[a f ]) by
g[a f ] . Then the Coleman function of 8a can simply be expressed as
ga=
>i g
mi
[ai f ]
(t&T )m( a )
.
From (1.2.14.1), we obtain that
div(g[ai f ])=W
(1)
[a i  f ]&W[a i f ]+5[ai  f ]&I.
We refer to (1.2.13) for the definitions of the divisors W[a i f ] and 5[ai  f ] .
To prove our assertion, it suffices to show that
:
i
mi5[ai  f ]=m(a) :
% # F*q
[%] 5 (3.1.3.1)
and
:
i
miI=m(a)(q&1) I, (3.1.3.2)
where
5 := :
(b, f )=1
b # A
deg(b)<deg( f )
[b]!. (3.1.3.3)
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We start by proving (3.1.3.1).
:
i
mi5[ai  f ]=:
i
mi :
deg(b)<deg( f )
b # A
(b, f )=1
baif  [b]!
= :
deg(b)<deg( f )
b # A
(b, f )=1
:
i
mi baif  [b]!.
The claim (3.1.3.1) is therefore proved since a # Hf . One can similarly prove
(3.1.3.2) by showing i mi=(q&1) m(a). But this is straightforward since
:
i
mi=:
i
:
% # F*q
mi %aif =(q&1) m(a).
Hence, we have shown that 8a is a regular soliton. K
One can write the divisor of ga as
div(ga)=W (1)a &Wa (3.1.3.4)
for some k-rational divisor Wa . The divisor Wa will be effective if we
assume a # H +f .
3.2. Rigid Liouville Theorems
3.2.1. We shall first prove Liouville’s theorem for the rigid affine line.
Consider the rigid affine line denoted by A1K . Let 1(A
1
K , OA 1K) be the ring
of entire functions on A1K . Let \ # |K
_| be such that \>1. Let r # K be
such that |r|=\. Then
1(A1K , OA 1K)= ,

n=0
K { trn= .
The ring K[trn] is the ring of strictly convergent power series in a disc of
radius \n. Strict convergence in a disc of radius \n means that if a=a0+
a1 t+ } } } is a power series then limi   \in |ai |=0. Define &a&n=
supi0 |rinai |=sup|t|=\ n |a(t)|. We know that the polynomials are
contained in 1((A1K , OA 1K ). We now characterize the polynomials in the
ring of entire functions on the rigid affine line. The proof is very similar in
spirit to the proof of Liouville’s theorem in complex analysis (cf. [13,
Chap. 2, Sect. 15]).
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Theorem 3.2.2. Let : # 1(A1K , OA 1K ) be such that for all n, &:&n&a&n
for some a # K[t]. Then : # K[t] and deg(:)deg(a).
Proof. Let :=:0+:1 t+:2 t2+ } } } be an infinite series. Suppose that
a=a0+a1 t+a2 t2+ } } } +amtm, am {0.
Let p>m. For all n,
|:p | \ pn=&:pt p&n&:&n&a&n .
If n is sufficiently large then &a&n=|am | \mn. Hence, for large n,
|:p | \ pn|am | \mn
O |:p ||am | p(m& p) n.
Letting n  , we deduce that :p=0. K
3.2.3. We shall use Theorem 3.2.2 to prove a similar result for entire
functions on the rigid affine curve given by the inverse image of the rigid
affine line considered as an analytic subvariety of the rigid projective line.
First, we give some more preliminaries: let A :=KA and let B :=KB.
For n0, let
An :=K { tT q n= and Bn :=BA An .
Both A and B are equipped with a natural map Frob id. Note that this
extends naturally to all An ’s and Bn ’s. We consider the usual supremum
norms on these Banach algebras and denote it by & }&n on An as well as on
Bn . Since, An /Bn is an integral monomorphism, it is an isometry with
respect to & }&n (see [3, Sect. 6.2.2, Proposition 1, p. 238]). Taking [‘if]
r&1
i=0
as an An-basis of Bn , we let _ }_n be the max-norm corresponding to the
above basis. This is a complete An-module norm [3, Proposition 3,
Sect. 3.7.3]. Let U :=KU&Spec(B). We shall often write Un for Sp(Bn).
Let U :=U0 . Also, we shall write X for the rigid analytic variety underlying
the curve X.
Remark 3.2.4. Note that there is an isomorphism (not K-linear)
Bn[Bn+1
sending ; # Bn to ;(1) :=(Frob id) ; # Bn+1. Moreover, we have the
identities &;(1)&n+1=&;&qn and _;
(1)_n+1=_;_qn .
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Theorem 3.2.5. Let : # n0 Bn such that there is an a # B with &:&n
&a&n for all n0. Then : # B.
Proof. We essentially make use of Theorem 3.2.2 to prove this
generalization. Let
:=:0+:1 ‘f+ } } } +:r&1 ‘r&1f # Bn \n0
a=a0+a1 ‘f+ } } } +ar&1 ‘r&1f # B,
where :i # n0 An , from the uniqueness of basis representation, and
ai # A. Since X is smooth, by an elementary argument it follows that the
affinoid algebra B0 is reduced. Hence, by [3, Theorem 1, Sect. 6.2.4], all
complete K-algebra norms are equivalent to & }&0 . Now, by [3, Sect. 1.2.1,
Proposition 2, p. 24], _ }_0 is equivalent to a complete K-algebra norm,
namely the associated operator norm. Hence, _ }_0 induces the same topology
as & }&0 . Since continuity of operators is equivalent to boundedness, by the
open mapping theorem of Banach [3, Sect. 2.8], there exist constants c and
\ such that
_b_0c&b&0 and &b&0\_b_0 .
From this we can deduce that
_b_ncq
n &b&n and &b&n\q
n _b_n .
This follows by induction. If we assume the result for n then
_b_n+1=_b(&1)_qncq
n+1 &b(&1)&qn=cq
n+1 &b&n+1.
Similarly, we can prove the other inequality. We now have
_:_ncq
n &:&ncq
n &a&n(c\)q
n _a_n .
Now choose j such that |T | j>c\ and so all the coefficients :i ’s have
polynomial growth, hence they are polynomials themselves. K
3.3. Construction of a Rational Function
3.3.1. Let a # Hf . We use the regular solitons 8a to construct a mero-
morphic rigid function on X (3.2.3) which will be shown to be rational by
an application of Liouville’s theorem. We define
cg a :=
‘ i c
mi
g [ai  f ]
c(t)m( a )
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where
cg [ a i  f ] :=
1
g[a i f ] g
(1)
[ai  f ] g
(2)
[a i f ] } } }
# 1(U, OX (&W[ai  f ]+5[a i  f ]))
and c(t) :=(&T)1(q&1) >j=0 (1&tT
qj )&1 # A0[1(t&T)]. For details
regarding convergence of the infinite products we refer the reader to [16].
By Lemma 3.1.3, we have that cg a # 1(U, OX (&Wa )). Most importantly,
we have the equation
c (1)ga = ga cg a . (3.3.1.1)
Theorem 3.3.2. For a # Hf , the function cg a # 1(U, OX (&Wa)) with
div(cg a )=Wa&W
()
a ,
where W ()a denotes the points at infinity with appropriate multiplicities to
which the Frobenius twists of Wa converge.
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem assuming a # H +f since H
+
f
generates Hf as an abelian group (2.2.5). First of all, we observe that using
(3.3.1.1) we can analytically continue cg a to X" so as to make it into an
entire function, i.e., analytic everywhere on the domain mentioned with
poles only at . Analytic continuation is possible because cg a , which was
originally defined only on U, can now be extended by (3.3.1.1) to U1
with the zeros now determined in U1 using (3.1.3.4). One can continue
recursively to U2 , U3 and so on, deducing that the only zeroes of cg a are at
Wa . We shall now prove polynomial growth for the function cg a . As
div(ga)=W (1)a &Wa , we deduce from (1.2.16) that in each residue disc
around points of , | ga(’)|=#i with [’ : |t(’)|=|T | q
n], nni where
=[i]i . Hence, we get from (3.3.1.1) that
&gacg a &n, i=&c
(1)
g a &n, i ,
where & }&n, i denotes the supremum at [’ : |t(’)|=|T |q
n] in the residue disc
around i . We have for nni
log &cg a &n+1, i=q log &cg a &n, i+log(#
&1
i )
=q(q log &cg a &n&1, i+log(#
&1
i ))+log(#
&1
i )
=q2 log &cg a &n&1, i+q log(#
&1
i )+log(#
&1
i )
b
=qn+1&n i log &cg a &n i , i+(q
n&ni+ } } } +1) log(#&1i ).
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Hence, by induction, this relation gives polynomial growth for cg a ,
implying by Liouville’s theorem that it is a rational function. To get the
multiplicities in the divisor of cg a of the points i ’s, we have to calculate
the coefficient of qn in the expression for log &cg a &n, i for n sufficiently large.
This can be seen by using the Green’s function. In other words, we need to
compute log &cg a &n, i for large n and for each i. We look at the partial
products PN converging to cg a . Note that div(PN)=Wa&W
(N+1)
a . Fix a
large enough n such that n>ni for each i. There exists an N such that for
[’ : |t(’)|=|T |q n],
|PN(’)|=|cg a(’)|.
Let W ia :=Wa  ‘‘residue disc around i ’’. We have Wa=i W
i
a . Invoking
(1.2.16) again, we get
log &cg a &n, i=log &PN&n, i=deg(W
i
a) q
n+constant,
the constant being independent of n. We now define W ()a :=
i deg(W ia)i . This description coincides with the description of W
()
a
given in the statement of the theorem, thus completing the proof. K
3.3.3. The divisor Wa&W ()a is principal in KX. It is, in fact, principal
in kX which can be seen from the fact that the Jac(X )(k)/Jac(X)(K)
and that Wa&W ()a has only k-rational points in its support. Therefore
there exists a function dg a with coefficients in k such that div(cg a )=
div(dg a )=Wa&W
()
a . We therefore get
cg a =Cdg a , C # K*.
Note that C is determined only up to a constant in k*. It follows from
(3.3.1.1) that
Cq&1
d (1)ga
dg a
= ga .
Therefore, we conclude that Cq&1 # k. Let 9 be the meromorphic function
on X_X whose Coleman function is dg a and let 9
(1) be the function
on X_X whose Coleman function is d (1)ga . In other words, 9
(1)=
(Frob id)*9. Hence, we get
(Cq&11)
9 (1)
9
=8a
after interpreting Cq&11 as a function on X_X. This interpretation arises
after composing (!*)&1 with p1* where ! : Spec(k)  X and p1 : X_X  X is
the projection on the first coordinate.
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3.3.4. The divisors of the functions Cq&11 and 9 (1)9 might have
vertical components at primes p |3 f. If div(9 (1)9 ) has a vertical compo-
nent at p |3 f then the multiplicity is divisible by (q&1). The same is true
for C1 as the divisor of the product, i.e. 8a , does not have any vertical
components outside f. For a given prime p |3 f we can modify Cq&1 at least
locally, by an element in k* q&1, and therefore 9, so that div(C1) has no
vertical components at p. We now calculate /a(p), the Hecke character
corresponding to 8a .
Proposition 3.3.5. /a(p)=(Cq&1p)q&1.
Proof. Using the above arguments, we can assume that Cq&11 has
no poles (or zeros) at p. Now
/a(p) := ‘
corresponding to p
all F q -valued points :
in the Gal(F qF q)-orbit
8a(:, !)
= ‘
corresponding to p
all F q -valued points :
in the Gal(F qF q)-orbit
\(Cq&1 1(:, !)) 9
(1)(:, !)
9(:, !) +
= ‘
corresponding to p
all F q -valued points :
in the Gal(F qF q)-orbit
(Cq&11(:, !)) ‘
corresponding to p
all F q -valued points :
in the Gal(F qF q)-orbit
(Frob(:), !)
(:, !)
=N}(p )F q (C
q&1 mod p)=\C
q&1
p +q&1.
This proves the assertion. K
Remark 3.3.6. Now, 1(a)tc (1)ga (!), the equivalence being up to a
rational factor, implying that 1(a)tC up to a factor in k*, which further
implies that 1(a)q&1 # k because Cq&1 # k. Hence,
Proposition 3.3.7. _p1(a)1(a)=(Cq&1p)q&1 .
Proof. We have
_p1(a)
1(a)
=
_pCqd (1)g a (!)
Cqd (1)ga (!)
=
_pC
C
=\C
q&1
p +q&1.
This proves the proposition. K
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In the light of (3.3.4), (3.3.6), and Propositions 3.3.5 and 3.3.7, we get
the analogue of Deligne’s reciprocity, thus completing the proof of
Theorem 2.2.4.
4. THE RECIPROCITY LAW IN SPECIAL INSTANCES
4.0.8. Our purpose in this section is twofold. We want to explicitly
work out an example illustrating all the constructions done in the above
proof. For this example we shall explicitly calculate the function dg a and
the constant C. The second purpose is to demonstrate with this example
that, although for the standard functional equations and the a’s they give
rise to, the quantities on both sides of the reciprocity law are identically
equal to 1; still, in general we cannot say so. With this example, we
therefore show an instance where the quantities on the two sides of the
reciprocity law are not both 1.
4.1. The Reciprocity Law for Standard Relations
4.1.1. Independently from the previous section we shall show that in
the case of the standard relations, the reciprocity law holds because the
quantities in question are both equal to 1.
Proposition 4.1.2. Let a=% # F*q [%a f ] for some [a f ] # Af with
deg(a)<deg( f ). Then
_p1(a)
1(a)
=1=/a(p)
for a prime p of k not dividing f.
Proof. First of all observe that m(a)=1. We know that 1(a)=( f q&2
aq&2)(1expC(?~ a f )), where expC is the Carlitz exponential. Hence, the first
part of the assertion is clear. As for the triviality of the Hecke character,
one can use the fact (see [2, Sect. 3.4 (21)]) that
‘
% # F*q
_%/(p)=Np, (4.1.2.1)
which in turn, is a consequence of the functional equation for solitons (see
[2, Sect. 5.5 (37)]).
Proposition 4.1.3. For a monic g | f let a = &[ ga f ] +
b # A, deg(b)<deg( g) [a f+bg]. Then
_p1(a) 1(a)=1=/a(p)
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Proof. We observe that m(a)=(qd&1)(q&1) where d=deg(g). We
know from Theorem 1.2.4 that
1(a)=rational factor } ((&1)d g) qd(1&q).
Hence, the assertion on the left-hand side follows from the fact that
((&1)d g)1(q&1)= ‘
deg(a)<deg( g)
a # A +
expC \?~ ag + ,
which is a consequence of the observation that expC(?~ ag) for deg(a)<
deg(g) are solutions of the polynomial equation g(T+Frob) ‘=0. For the
triviality of the Hecke characters we first write
Np(q d&1)(q&1)/a(p)=
>deg(:)<deg(g) /[a f +:g](p)
/[ ga f ](p)
=
>: >i (1&,[a f +:g](vi , !))
>i (1&,[ ga f ](vi , !))
.
We now use the distribution relation1 [2, Sect. 5.4 (36)] for solitons
together with (4.1.2.1) from [2] mentioned in the proof of the above
proposition. Employing from [2, Sect. 6.3.1] the fact that @*,[a f ]=
8a f (x , y ), we deduce that
@*
>: (1&,[a f +:g])
1&,[ ga f ]
=
>: (1&8a f +:g(x , y ))
(1&8ga f (x , y ))
=
>: (1&8(ga f +:)g(x , y ))
(1&8ga f (x , y ))
=
(1&8ga f ((x )q
d
, y ))) >: (1&8:g(x , y ))
(1&8ga f (x , y ))
=@*
((Frobd id)*(1&,[ ga f ])) >: (1&,[:g])
1&,[ ga f ]
.
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Therefore, using the above we now have
Np(q d&1)(q&1)/a(p)
=
>: >i (1&,[a f +:g](vi , !))
>i (1&,[ ga f ](vi , !))
=‘
i
((Frobd id)*(1&,[ ga f ](vi , !))) >: (1&,[:g](vi , !))
1&,[ ga f ](vi , !)
= ‘
deg(:)<d
: # A +
‘
% # F*q
/[%:g1  f ](p),
where gg1= f and the above expression becomes
‘
deg(:)<d
: # A+
Np=Np(q d&1)(q&1).
This completes the proof of the proposition. K
4.2. An Example
4.2.1. Consider the Fermat curve over F3 given by the equation
v2&u2=1.
This is a rational curve. The conductor f in this case is given by
f (T )=T(T&1). The soliton (1&,) in this case is
1&,=1&,[1 f ]=1+
1u
u1
&
1v
v1
.
Let us consider a=[1 f ]+[(1+2T ) f ]. One can check without any
difficulty that a # Hf and that m(a)=1. It can also be verified by a
computation that a is not a Z-linear combination of the standard basis;
however, 2a is, since 2 annihilates the group Hf ‘‘standard relations’’ (see
the discussion in Section 2.1.4). One can also check that
1&,[(1+2T) f ]=1+
1u
u1
.
Hence,
8a=
(1+1uu1&1vv1)(1+1uu1)
1 t&t1
.
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We can now construct the Coleman function ga of 8a :
ga=
(1+u‘T&v‘T&1)(1+u‘T)
t&T
.
4.2.2. Note that div(ga)=W (1)&W with W=!=(‘T , ‘T&1). Hence,
div(cg a )=!&!
(). We can therefore write
cg a =C(u+v&‘T&‘T&1).
The function u+v&‘T&‘T&1 is the function dg a in this particular
situation. From the equation
ga=C2
u+v+‘3T&‘
3
T&1
u+v&‘T&‘T&1
one can determine the constant C and it turns out to be
1
‘T (1&‘T&‘T&1 
‘T&1&1
‘T&1
. (4.2.2.1)
Consider a prime p in k=Fq(T, ‘T(T&1)) lying above T+1. We shall now
show that for a defined above for this example,
_p1(a)
1(a)
=/a(p)=&1.
We compute (C2p)2 . It suffices to show that ((‘T&1&1)p)2=&1. But
this can be done by a simple calculation as follows: we know that
((‘T&1&1)p)2 is the unique square root of 1 so that
\‘T&1&1p +2#(‘T&1&1)Np&1 2 (mod p).
But as p | (T+1), we deduce that Np=9. Hence we only need to calculate
(‘T&1&1)4 (mod p). Let x=‘T&1&1. Then
(x+1)2=1&T
O x2#x+1 (mod p)
O x4#x2&x+1 (mod p)
#x+1&x+1#&1 (mod p).
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Hence we have indicated an instance where the two quantities appearing in
the reciprocity law are both &1.
Remark 4.2.3. It would be interesting to understand more about the
extensions generated by 1(a) for a # Hf , both in the classical as well as
the function field case. For the a considered in (4.2) one can check that the
extension, F3(‘T(T&1) , C)F3(T), with C as in (4.2.2.1), generated by 1(a) is
not Galois. Moreover, the Galois closure of this extension, obtained by
further adjoining - (‘T&1+1)‘T&1 , is not Abelian since its Galois group
contains the dihedral group as a subgroup. Another interesting problem
would be to prove or disprove that
1 : Ex ( f )  k*1(q&1)k* (4.2.3.1)
is injective. Of course, if one grants the results on the structure of Er ( f )
[15], then for the example considered in (4.2), Ex ( f ) is the group of
two elements and the above calculations show that the map in (4.2.3.1) is
injective.
4.3. Reciprocity Revisited
4.3.1. We shall show how, essentially following our previous arguments,
one can get a more precise version of the reciprocity law. This more precise
version should be viewed as an analogue of Conjecture 8.13 of [6]. We use
the same notation as in the rest of this paper. Let us fix an a # Hf for the
rest of this discussion and let G$ :=[_ # Gal(kFq(T )) : a_=a]. Let k$ :=kG$
and X$ :=XG$. Note that X$ is a smooth projective model of k$ with G$=
Gal(kk$). Let !$ denote the image of ! under the natural map from X to X$.
In fact, !$ is a k$-valued point of X$. Consider 8a defined in (3.1).
Lemma 4.3.2. The function 8a is invariant under _1 and 1_ for
_ # G$ and hence is a pull-back of a function 8$a on X$X$.
Proof. The assertion follows using the diagonal equivariance of 1&,
and the fact that G$ is the stabilizer of a. We briefly indicate the argument:
(_1)* 8a=(_1)*
>i (1&,[ai  f ])
m i
(1 t&t1)m(a )
=
>i (1&(_1)* ,[ai  f ])
mi
(1 t&t1)m(a )
=
>i (1&,[ai  f ]( } , _
&1( } )))m i
(1 t&t1)m( a )
=
>i (1&,[_ & 1ai  f ])
m i
(1 t&t1)m(a )
=8a .
The case is similar for 1_. This finishes the proof. K
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4.3.3. One can now define a Hecke character /$a using 8$a for prime
ideals p of k$ not dividing f in a completely analogous manner:
/$a(p) := ‘
corresponding to p
all F q-valued points :
in the Gal(F qF q)-orbit
8$a(:, !$).
We are now ready to state the more precise reciprocity law.
Theorem 4.3.4. For a given a and prime ideals p of k$ not dividing f,
_p1(a)=/$a(p)1(a).
Also, in this case 1(a)q&1 # k$.
Proof. The proof essentially imitates the proof of the earlier version of
this theorem. We let g$a be the pullback of 8$a on k$X$. The pullback of
g$a on kX is simply ga . The divisor Wa is k$-rational because Gal(kk$)
is the stabilizer of a. We form cg a just as before and, using our previous
arguments, it follows that cg a is a rational function on KX$. Hence,
cg a =Cdg a , C # K*,
for some k-rational function dg a with a k$-rational divisor Wa&W
()
a . One
can further descend to the field k$ using Hilbert’s Theorem 90: consider a
function # over kX$ whose divisor is k$-rational. Consider the 1-cocycle
#_#=c_ with _ # Gal(kk$). Then by Hilbert’s Theorem 90, c_ is a 1-co-
boundary. Hence, there exists a b # k such that b_b=c_ . This shows that
#b is a k$-rational function. Therefore we get
cg a =C$ d $g a , C$ # K*,
for some k$-rational function d $g a . The function d $g a lives on k$X$. Hence,
using our previous arguments, one can show that for prime ideals p of k$,
_p1(a)
1(a)
=\C$
q&1
p +q&1=/$a(p).
This time C$q&1 # k$, further implying that 1(a)q&1 # k$.
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